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Background

• Children are generally more vulnerable to the 
respiratory effects of air pollution

• Most previous studies of long-term AP exposure 
and resp. health done in locations with moderate 
levels

• annual mean NO2 ~12 to ~30 ppb (Favarato et al. 
2014; AQAH 7:459-466)

• Effects generalisable to Australian context? High 
asthma BoD.

• More ‘complex’ exposure assessment better than 
simpler?
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Aims

• Assess respiratory effects of long-term ambient AP exposure in Australia

• Add to existing (limited) data on low-level exposure



Methods

• National cross-sectional study of 7-11 y.o. children (2007-2008), all six states

• Identify regulatory monitoring (background) sites that have at least 3 schools within 2km 
(n=29). 

• Randomly select at least two schools per site.

• 55 schools agreed (64%) – randomly selected whole classes to yield >100 children per school

• No exclusions; 7,618 children invited to take park and q’aire sent to parents

• Asthma (current, lifetime), wheeze, SES, indoor etc. etc. (70 items/ISAAC)

• 2,880 returned a complete q’aire (37.8%)





Methods

• Individual measurements

• FEV1, FVC, FeNO using standard methods pre-/post- BD

• Height, weight, BMI

• 2,630/2,880 (91.3%) with q’aire had valid spirometry

• Analytical group

• 1,815 (69%) had valid FeNO – malfunction



Methods

• Exposure assessment

• NO2 as a surrogate for urban AP

• Other measured pollutants used for adjustment in two-pollutant models (O3, PM2.5, PM10, CO, 
SO2)

• Measured (at schools, as a proxy for home)

• National sat-LUR model (home, school, combined – geocoded)

• Recent exposure (last 12 mths)

• Lifetime exposure (d.o.b or date moved to that address) – m’ments only



Knibbs et al., Environ Res 2014 135;204-11



Methods

• Analysis
• Main outcomes

• Current asthma

• Lung function (FEV1, FVC)

• FeNO (% increase; ‘high’ = 97.5%ile in non-atopic children using SPT)

• Logistic regression (hierarchical), linear regression 

• Non-linearity checks

• Covariates
• Age, sex, SES (indiv. and area), temperature (LF)

• Sensitivity analyses
• Indoor SHS, gas appliances, maternal smoking in pregnancy, prematurity, daycare in first year of 

life, NO2 on day of/prior test, include/exclude people living further away from monitor, etc.
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Interpretation

• Strong evidence of association between NO2 (urban AP proxy) and current asthma in low-
exposure setting

• Effects per IQR for current astma are relatively large c/w literature

• LUR estimates > fixed-site estimates – reduced misclassification?

• Evidence of stat sig decrement in FEV1 and FVC, increase in FeNO

• Flip side: gains to be made by further exposure reduction?
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